Mining protein data from two-dimensional gels: tools for systematic post-planned analyses.
There is a considerable need to develop comprehensive, systematic mechanisms to analyze the vast number of proteins that orchestrate various cellular functions and to identify proteins associated with disease or that are affected by pharmacological agents. Two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2-D PAGE) continues to be relied upon to analyze protein constituents of cells and tissues. We have developed a Laboratory Information Processing System (LIPS) as a computer-based tool for capturing quantitative and qualitative changes in thousands of proteins detected in 2-D gels of various types. Protein databases have been developed to serve as a repository for data processing of the basic and derived data and of findings derived from different studies. There have been remarkable advances both in database technology as well as in the computer hardware that have benefited our effort at mining protein data from 2-D gels. We here review our current efforts aimed at improving the performance and features of our 2-D related protein databases, with particular emphasis on the tools we utilize for database mining via a systematic analysis of information known as post-planned analysis.